CITY OF BAINBRIDGE ISLAND 2022 LODGING/TOURISM FUND PROPOSAL
COVER SHEET
Project Name: Bainbridge Island Multi-Platform Visitor Information Network
Name of Applicant Organization: Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce
Amount Requested: $70,950.00
Applicant Organization IRS Chapter 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(6) Status and Tax ID Number:
501(c)(6), 91-065339
Date of Incorporation as a Washington State Corporation and UBI Number:
November 1 1927, 603-308-198
Primary Contact: Stefan Goldby (President/CEO), Heather George (Accountant)
Mailing Address: 395 Winslow Way E, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
Email(s): stefan@bainbridgechamber.com, accounting@bainbridgechamber.com
Day phone: 206-842-3700
Cell phone: 310-766-7948
Please indicate the type of project described in your proposal:
√

Project Type

Ö

Tourism marketing

Ö
Ö

Marketing and operations of special events and festivals designed to
attract tourists
Supporting the operations of a tourism-related facility owned or
operated by a nonprofit organization*
Supporting the operations and/or capital expenditures of a tourismrelated facility owned or operated by a municipality or a public facilities
district*

*If the proposal requests funds for a tourism-related facility, please indicate the legal owner of that
facility: Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce, leased from T&C Northeast, LLC + Kitsap Transit
_
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_________________________________________________________________________________
LODGING/TOURISM FUND APPLICATION

1. Describe the applicant organization’s mission, history, and areas of expertise. Describe the applicant’s
experience in tourism promotion on Bainbridge Island and its demonstrated ability to complete the
proposed project.

Since 1927, the Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce has united, represented and promoted not just
our business community, but the Island community as a whole. The Chamber attracts visitors to the Island
via a multitude of platforms, all anchored by direct connection of visitors with one of the things that truly
makes the Island special: The people of Bainbridge.
For more than 90 years, Chamber facilities and ambassadors have created a home for friendly first-person
interactions with more than 100,000 visitors to Bainbridge each year. We are proud to be literally the face
of the Island on a daily basis, and expanding that unique dynamic is something we are actively looking
towards in this year’s LTAC proposal.
To facilitate connection, the Chamber has built and maintained long-running tourism facilities, services
and activities (such as the Grand Old 4th (since 1967), the Visitor Information Center (since before 1980)
and the Ferry Terminal Visitor Information Kiosk (since 1995)). To innovate and expand connection, the
Chamber has launched innovative projects that have spun off to become entities in their own right (such
as the Froghopper/BI Ride and the Visit Bainbridge Island DMO).
In response to the current pandemic economic crisis the Chamber has once again shown flair for
innovation, establishing The Bainbridge Island General Store (currently awaiting the result of a County
ARPA proposal to and expand its reach and duplicate its success for more Kitsap communities for the
2021 holiday season) and a new demo site for Hello Bainbridge (more on that later). We have also (in
consultation with city staff), reacted to the lengthening pandemic by redeploying parts of our 2021 LTAC
budget to begin testing some of the efforts proposed below already (i.e. operating with extended daily
Visitor Kiosk staffing hours all summer).
The Chamber’s vision is to be the energetic heart of a strong, sustainable local economy. Our mission is to
provide services that help all local businesses thrive. These are both soundly met in our proposal here
within, as are our fundamental belief and operating commitment to advocacy, collaboration, connection,
transparency and ROI efficiency.

2. Alternate question for event or facility funding: Describe the event or facility proposed including its

purpose, history, and budget. Include past attendance history, if applicable, and estimate the number
of tourists drawn to the event or facility/year. Please estimate total attendance and the number of
tourists estimated to attend for 2022. How has the activity been promoted in the past (if applicable)
and what promotion is planned for 2022?
Since 1995, the Chamber has managed strategically-placed visitor information facilities on behalf of our
community, staffed by a cunning mix of volunteers and paid ambassadors. The Chamber’s primary role in
promoting the exciting and expanding tourism trends and opportunities on Bainbridge is in what could be
considered the ‘last mile’: answering in-person questions, making personalized suggestions, and
promoting events to improve a visitor’s trip to the Island.
We are a friendly place, based in the power of face-to-face interaction, and our Island Ambassadors make
that tangible and obvious to all. The knowledge and enthusiasm of those Ambassadors improve the
quality of each visit and greatly increase the likelihood of visitors extending their current Island stay,
and/or planning to return.
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Prior to COVID, our team greeted more than 100,000 visitors upon their Island arrival each year.
Our Ferry Terminal and Winslow Way facilities also feature printed brochures from a wide variety of
Island businesses, attractions and activities. That effort is enhanced in 2021 by extensive facility
renovations bringing double the outdoor display capacity (available 24/7), alongside all-new digital
signage (able to be updated in real time) by year’s end. Thanks to local partnerships and in-kind
donations, the cost of these renovations are almost entirely borne by the Chamber and form no part of
this LTAC proposal.
An ancillary benefit of our facilities has been the ability to have the ambassadors also hand-count the
number of visitors to Bainbridge (and since the facilities re-opened to the public in May of this year, more
than 50,000 have already been helped and hand-counted in just 4 months).
In addition, more than 55,000 of the Chamber’s printed Bainbridge Maps and Visitor Guides are
distributed annually via our own facilities and through partner locations across the Island. Our phone lines
(staffed 40 hours a week at the Chamber offices), and 24/7 websites and social media accounts help
thousands more visitors find, engage and fall in love with our Island home.
Everything the Chamber does is based in community partnership, but that aspect may be most visible
during the Chamber’s main community event of the year – The Grand Old 4th. This annual keystone
community event attracts up to 25,000 visitors to Island, and with a two-year gap, we are conservatively
anticipating the return of at least 10,000 visitors in 2022.
The Chamber’s own promotional platforms remain extensive - one that other organizations rely on to
promote their own activities and events. Circling outwards from our websites, email newsletter and social
media, they spread the Bainbridge word via local partner sites, and as part of County-wide and State-wide
working relationships (with KEDA, the 5 other Kitsap Chambers of Commerce, the GBSA (state-wide
LGBTQ+ Chamber), the Port of Seattle, Association of Washington Business and more).
Those in-house efforts are amplified by 3rd party ad units and placements, press campaigns and
familiarization visits led and managed by our marketing partners and led by Chris Mueller and Visit
Bainbridge Island.
If appropriate, please identify any project partners and briefly describe the involvement of each. Please
note that the maximum award of $175,000 will apply to any single project, even if proposed by a team
of partners.
To underpin all our visitor information activities we have recently pulled together a close partnership of 5
leading Bainbridge organizations (Chamber + BIDA, BILA, VBI, AHB). Our new fellowship facilitates
collaborative decision-making, ensures unity of direction, and promotes amplification of effort. It also
seeks to eliminate duplication of effort and funding requests.
Our fellowship also underpins another new initiative, one you will see reflected in this and other 2022
LTAC Proposals. All 5 organizations will capture visitor data from multiple sources in order to accurately
analyze the source, duration and impact of visits to Bainbridge - for all Island events, activities,
commercial districts etc. - 365 days/year.
Beyond that core fellowship, every Chamber project is enhanced on a project-by-project basis by dozens
of additional partners, such as:
For Visitor information materials: More than 50 island organizations partner with the Chamber to reach
visitors, including BIMA, Bloedel, KiDiMu, Historical Museum, Exclusion Memorial, Park & Rec, Winery
Alliance, Bainbridge Brewing, Tour Bainbridge, Madison Diner and more) – all receive guidance, and
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provide print and digital materials to the Chamber to supplement the Chamber’s own island-wide map
and BIDA’s downtown Winslow map.
For The Grand Old 4th (GO4) and the wider Celebrate Bainbridge week of events, the direct involvement of
seemingly every Island business and organization is welcomed, alongside 1,000’s of additional volunteer
hours from private individuals.
For the Chamber’s tourism facilities – the lack of a LTAC request for the extensive Chamber Office and
Ferry Kiosk repairs and renovations has been made possible by a partner group of more than 20 local
retailers and service providers (led by Coates Design, Wing Point Construction, Builders FirstSource, BARN
and PSE) who have generously donated goods, time and hard work to the Chamber in service to our
community.

3. If appropriate, please list each project and amount of funding awarded and utilized from the Lodging
Tax (Civic Improvement) Fund within the last five years (2017-2021).

2017 Bainbridge Island Visitor Information Center Project Award: $56,000
2018 Bainbridge Island Visitor Information Center Project Award: $70,000
2019 Bainbridge Island Visitor Information Center Project Award: $63,000
2020 Bainbridge Island Visitor Information Center Project Award: $40,000*
2021 Bainbridge Island Visitor Information Center Project Award: $38,000*
*Reduced funding as a result of spinning Visit Bainbridge Island off as an independent Destination
Marketing Organization and VBI submitting their own separate LTAC proposal from 2020 onwards

4. If any previous projects by the applicant were funded through the Lodging Tax (Civic Improvement)

Fund and were not completed and/or if reports were not submitted to the City as requested, please
explain:
N/A
LODGING/TOURISM FUND APPLICATION
Project Information

1.

Describe the proposed project.

a. Scope: Identify the Project’s main objectives and how each will be achieved. Be as specific as possible
about the proposed services, measurable impacts, distribution method, and costs.

In the past, in-person Chamber-run visitor activities were focused on the summer season (May to
September) and to a limited number of days each week – a schedule defined by an annual LTAC funding
total of between $30,000 and $40,000. The focus of this year’s Chamber proposal is to increase the
opening hours of our ferry terminal facility to be a year-round, everyday friendly face of Bainbridge, a
centerpiece operation that acts as an amplifier for the projects of all LTAC applicants.
In addition to the 2 facilities maintained, operated and staffed by the Chamber and the annual event
outlined above, the remainder of our 2022 LTAC Project is also be dedicated to extending the reach of the
Bainbridge brand into the targeted world of potential visitors.
i.

Hello Bainbridge: This website (a minimal demo version of which was previously funded by Rotary and
debuted 9 months ago) will be developed and relaunched as a joint project of the fellowship
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organizations. It allows us all to contribute to a single starting point for all Island Information (and
remove duplication of itinerary suggestions, event calendars, directory listings etc). This also provides
help for ALL Island organizations that do not have rigorous SEO or SMO strategies of their own by
creating a homepage for Bainbridge visitors and locals alike.
The simple functionality of the site removes the silos that exist in each area of island information (i.e.
creating a single place to find the 10+ individual Island arts organizations) and provides clear,
graphically-rich lists to help guide potential visitors, current visitors and Island residents to the sites
they need to see the Bainbridge they desire.
Hello Bainbridge will be a 24/7 embodiment of the new spirit of collaboration of Island organizations:
It will combine Chamber business listings, with AHB’s Currents Calendar, BIDA Events, Lodging Listings
and feature original content by and promotion from Visit Bainbridge, alongside contributions from a
growing list of additional partner organizations.
Distribution will be online, with real-world onboarding of users at the Chamber’s physical locations,
plus online/offline promotional support from all Chamber partners, and placement in local media. The
impact will be measurable via Google and Facebook/Instagram analytics + annual survey of local
businesses.
The $5000 request is to cover initial design, implementation and launch of the new site, but ongoing
upkeep and content creation costs will be collectively covered by that variety of partner local
organizations from their own operating budgets.
ii.

Map Distribution: We are asking for $2000 to cover expanded distribution of the Chamber all-Island
map beyond the Island onto to the Seattle-Bainbridge ferry and into the revamped Seattle Ferry
Terminal. This represents a discounted rate via Certified Folder Display Service, with whom the
Chamber has established a long-term working relationship.

iii.

Ongoing digital signage operations. We are asking for $500 towards the annual subscription of the
real-time display software platform.

b. Budget: Include a detailed budget for the proposed project with itemized expenses and income.

Include the amount requested from the Lodging Tax Fund and identify other sources of funding
anticipated or obtained, including matching funds, as well as any in-kind contributions necessary to
complete the project.
Please see the attached budget below for more detail and specific line-item requests
All proposed LTAC funding is and will be matched by extensive in-kind contributions:
40 hours/week of $15/hour paid ambassador shifts will be matched by 40 additional hours of volunteer
contributions, providing testament to the established base, loyalty, and community spirit in the
Chamber’s circle of friends. Under Chamber staff supervision, this combination will staff both the
Winslow Way desk and the Ferry Terminal kiosk year-round and represents a volunteer contribution in
excess of $40,000.
The Grand Old 4th, along with the Rotary auction, comprise Bainbridge’s largest volunteer events of the
year. Under management from Chamber staff and board members, dozens of island organizations
contribute hundreds of volunteers to make a memorable day for all. A conservative total of those
volunteer hours would be excess of 1,000 and an overall market value of more than $20,000.
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Our tourism facility upgrades are made possible by matching and in-kind community contributions – and
in this year’s complete renovations of both our Visitor Information Kiosk and Desk, the realized value of
the discounted and donated plans, time and materials is already in excess of $40,000.
Please also take a moment to notice what is NOT in the Chamber’s 2022 Budget Proposals:
No funding is requested for the Chamber website, the Bainbridge Island General Store website, the GO4
website (all covered within the Chamber’s existing operating budget), any island events outside of the
GO4 (because BIDA), online events calendar (AHB), or for any generalized new media or traditional
marketing of the Island (that function is now fully realized via our working partnership with Visit
Bainbridge via LTAC funds requested by them).

c. Schedule: Provide a project timeline that identifies major milestones. If applicable, please describe the
project’s scalability. How would the project scope and budget be adjusted should the full amount of
the LTAC funding request not be awarded? Please provide specifics.

Expressed annually, the Visitor Facility operations, staffing and service subscriptions would be ongoing
operations, managed monthly. Hello Bainbridge would be a Q1 project with the goal of going live ASAP.
GO4 expenditure would be in Q1/Q2 preparations with a very specific Q3 deadline for the actual event.
Requested amounts are real-world numbers, tied to actual running costs. We are a flexible organization
and open to your suggestion on final funding amounts, but reduction of funds would directly result in
reduction of services provided (ie the facilities amount could be reduced when tied to an LTAC committee
decision to NOT have the ferry terminal kiosk staffed 7 days a week, or 50+ weeks a year).
With regards to the Grand Old 4th, the contribution amount requested for 2022 is less than at any point
in recent history, and will support what may be the most important GO4 for years – the first major postpandemic (or at least new normal) comeback celebration on the Island (oh boy, hope that is not tempting
fate). LTAC contributions to the event are vital, as they maintain the GO4 as an intact break-even
community event for the Chamber, as is the best-case scenario for our organization.
2. Provide a brief narrative statement to address each of the selection criteria:
a. Expected impact on increased tourism in 2022. Please provide specific estimates of how the project will
impact the number of people traveling fifty miles or more to Bainbridge Island for the activity, or who
will travel from another country or state outside of Washington State to attend the activity. If
appropriate, compare/contrast this impact to the actual or estimated number of tourists at your
event/facility in 2020 and estimates for 2021.
As the 2020 and 2021 numbers are based, in part on estimation, and any previous calculation of where
visitors originated from are even less accurate, the Chamber is excited to partner with the new datagathering efforts of BIDA (Main Street data), BILA (AirDNA lodging data), AHB (via the new Certified
Creative District) and VBI (SeeSource Geofenced data, WTA etc).
All will contribute to a new pool of data anonymously harvested from the travel booking sites, cellphone
data, and the anonymized credit card records of Island visitors. The Chamber will additionally contribute
the hand-counted visitors per boat numbers from our ambassadors, and economic data collected via
partnership with the AWB, Washington Retail Association, Washington Economic Development
Association, Kitsap Economic Development Alliance and the other 5 Chambers in Kitsap County.
Our shared goal is to have accurate, 3rd-party verified hard data on hand with which to answer this
question in next year’s LTAC proposals, and to make that data be locally-owned and made available to the
Island’s public records. This represents a coordinated initiative, never previously attempted, and enabled
by modern data opportunities and platforms.
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b. Expected impact on, or increase in, overnight stays on the island. Please include actual or estimated

numbers of tourists who will stay overnight in paid accommodations in Bainbridge Island lodging
establishments in 2022 as a result of the proposed activities. Please include the basis for any estimates.
The Chamber’s impact on increased overnight stays is threefold:
i.

Better informed, engaged, and well-greeted visitors stay longer and return more quickly.

ii.

Better working partnerships between island organizations creates more events and enhances
the appeal of Bainbridge as a multi-season destination.

iii.

Better utilization of the Chamber’s visitor facilities and the addition of new technologies (such
as the display of real-time digital listings of rooms available on Bainbridge TONIGHT via
partnership with the Lodging Association and Visit Bainbridge) makes visitors more likely to
stay on the island.

In addition, the return of a full cruise ship season in Seattle (and its 20 million total passengers) will
expand day-trips to Bainbridge (this year’s late, short season boosted local businesses by up to 100% in
August and September 2021). Each well-met day-tripper is a potential future overnight stay.
Bainbridge Ferry ridership for Q2 2021 (1M) was almost double the numbers for the same period in 2020,
providing a strong basis for a return to near ‘normal’ in 2022. The incredible late-season surge of visitors
here in 2021 even hints that a well-managed 2022 may even hit new visitor highs for the island.
A dramatic 25%+ raise in overnight stays during 2022 would be a reasonable shared goal, but it should be
noted that achieving that goal is hampered by a lack of physical capacity. Our partners at VBI and BILA
have alerted us that capacity has been an 2021 issue on Bainbridge for months, and that expansion of
available rooms offered may also be needed to attain more significant improvements.

c. Projected economic impact on Bainbridge Island businesses, facilities, events, and amenities, including sales
of overnight lodging, meals, tours, gifts, and souvenirs (helpful data may be found on the Washington State
Department of Commerce website).
Figures from the Washington Tourist Alliance, Washington Economic Development Association and the State
Dept. of Commerce reveal that tourism is the fourth-largest industry in our state, one that averaged a 10%
annual increase in net income over the five most recent-pre-pandemic years (2014-19), peaking in 2019’s
‘roughly $21B annually statewide and $1.8B in local taxes’.
On average, the Dept. of Commerce shows that each $1 spent on WA tourism marketing returns $2 to $20 in
local tax revenue. This saves/subsidizes $650 per year per household in average tax dollar contributions.
At the state level, every dollar spent by a tourist in Washington is shown to generate another 36% of
economic impact. This means that each overnight stay at $200/night for lodging generates an additional $72
in income per day, per visitor.
Please note that these numbers are state-wide averages, and as Bainbridge is demonstrably very much an
above-average visitor destination (part of one of the world’s most-used public ferry routes), they should be
considered a lowball worst-case baseline. The actual island impact could well be double that number.
That assertion is supported by the WTA’s county-by-county expenditure rates which show that in 2020, the
difference in average spend between a single person on daytrip ($59) and an overnight stay ($195) in Kitsap
County was $136.
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This is another area that increased data collection and specific Bainbridge-focused analysis of that data from
the Chamber and our partners at BIDA, BILA, AHB and VBI will directly improve in accuracy for 2022.

d. The project’s potential to draw visitors to the Island and increase overnight stays during the off-season, i.e.,
October 1 until Memorial Day.

As the principal component of the project is to expand ambassador staffing and ferry terminal kiosk opening
in precisely that period, it has great (intended) potential to achieve this goal. This LTAC application seeks to
add more than 200 days a year of new in-person service as a direct response to this challenge.
In addition, the Chamber seeks to harness new ways to promote the island 24/7, 365 to current and future
visitors year-round through an expanding online, social media, and email presence/footprint.
With our local partners, we are practically creating new annual marketing events like the ’12 Days of
Bainbridge’ to increase ‘off-season’ stays (and attempt to replace that term with different distinct seasons
that extend across the entire calendar year.

e. The applicant’s demonstrated history of organizational and project success.
Please see initial historical and organizational information provided on page 2.
It is also useful to note that by the end of 2021, the Chamber will have successfully renovated 2 physical
facilities, built new partnerships with more than 20 Island organizations, restructured its management and
member organizations, rebuilt its email, web and social media presence, and distributed more than 10,000
free PPE supplies to Island businesses and nonprofits to help keep both locals and visitors safe from COVID.

f. Describe any partnerships with other organizations and businesses in the proposed project – including
efforts to minimize duplication of services where appropriate and encourage cooperative marketing.

In general, making connections, building relationships and creating win-win solutions is in the DNA of who we
are: that is just the Chamber chambering.
With a new President and renewed energy, we have spent much of the year reinvigorating and reconnecting
the Chamber to our Island. Dozens of closer working relationships have been forged across the community;
from City Councilmembers, to our fellow LTAC applicants, and many representatives of other visitor-forward
organizations such as the Island’s museums, wineries, hospitality providers and more.
The Chamber has 15 local partners on its own board, has recently joined the advisory board of the Historical
Museum, and is actively working with Kitsap Transit, the Pacific Mobility Group, Tour Bainbridge and more to
improve visitor transportation access to all of Bainbridge as part of our commitment to connecting visitors
with the entire Island experience.
We also work with the Chambers of Commerce in Poulsbo, Kingston, Silverdale, Bremerton and Port Orchard
to enhance and elongate the stays of visitors in Kitsap County as a whole, and with the Western Association of
Chamber Executives (WACE) to learn from the hundreds of other WA Chambers.
We have been talking with all our partners throughout the year to better define what each of our
organizations does to attract, engage and serve visitors to the Island, to better work together and to remove
duplicity of effort. To remove duplication of services and increase cooperative marketing, the new fellowship
between the Chamber, BIDA, BILA, AHB and Visit Bainbridge showcases our shared desire to create a new
shared and integrated visitor service solution between the 5 local entities which previously overlapped their
services the most.
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g. Describe how this project is new to our community or reflects an innovative use of LTAC funds.
i.

Partnership. This application is being written in close consultation with BIDA, BILA, AHB, and VBI with
dependencies and partnerships throughout. This unprecedented level of local cooperation ensures a
dramatic reduction in duplication of effort and corresponding increase in collaboration and community.
For the first time, 5 major Island organizations are working together in fellowship to create a cohesive
interlocking strategy to attract, inform, connect, engage and nurture visitors to Bainbridge and positively
impact the economy of our entire community. In 2022, we will work to further expand the fellowship of
the island.

ii.

Transparency. Care has been taken to present real-world numbers, budgets and implications for each line
item in this proposal. There is no artificial padding, and any cut in amounts awarded will have direct
operational implications, all of which can be openly discussed in detail at our LTAC Briefing session.

iii.

Data Collection and Statistical Analysis. That same group of fellowship organizations are collectively
adding the specific new data collection and analyzation services required to better analyze all LTAC
project success levels from this point forwards. Put simply, definitive information on total lodging nights,
duration of stay and home zip code of visitors will revolutionize the Island’s LTAC system.

iv.

Coordinated Multi-Platform Distribution. For the first-time, the Chamber is committed to building a
modern cross-platform visitor information campaign, one which links face-to-face ambassadorship,
through the internet, social media and email newsletters. In partnership with our fellowship partners,
print ads, events, promotions, and press relationships will amplify our own efforts and better drive
outreach across the Island, county, state, and beyond. The Hello Bainbridge initiative will bring together
information for the island visitor like never before.

v.

Local Engagement. The Chamber is leaning forward to better connect with our community, and to better
reflect their needs and requirements in our efforts. The expansion and reinvigoration of our volunteer
staff members is one result of this policy. A refocusing of the GO4 to first generate funds for Island
businesses and nonprofits before generating them for outside entities is another. The general impression
of the Chamber as an energetic, enthusiastic go-to organization to partner with to get things done on
Bainbridge is the goal.

h. Expected draw for the proposed event, in particular how it will both generate an expected increase in
tourism and appeal to the community.

Our 2022 goal will be to engage more than 150,000 in-person visitors at our facilities, to grow our online
outreach and engagement by more than 50%, and to create a system for better measuring that growth in all
aspects of LTAC projects in general. We will also play a key role in communicating that message to the 50% of
Bainbridge households that we currently reach directly, either online or offline. Given that there has been no
GO4 in 2020 or 2021, we conservatively project a return to more than 10,000 event attendees in 2022, a
gathering that would be a dramatically positive community moment.

i.

If for a capital project, detail the project’s expected impact on increased tourism.
N/A – The Chamber is bearing all capital project costs internally, with the support of our local partners.

j.

Describe the degree to which the project goals and/or results can be objectively assessed.
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As noted above, if approved, the results of the proposals made this year by the Chamber and our partners will
be able to be more objectively assessed and accurately measured than ever before.
Total lodging nights, duration, dollars spent, home zip code, demographics and interests for island visitors will
be geofenced and captured, then bolstered by in-person hand-counting and standard online analytics.

k. Describe the degree to which the project will leverage award funds with additional matching funds or
donated in-kind goods or services.

Any awarded funds will be extensively leveraged, and in almost all cases at least matched, via financial
contribution (sponsorships), in-kind donation (time, materials, services), and reciprocal support from local,
county, and state organizations that the Chamber has active working relationships with (see multiple previous
answers for detail).

l.

Describe how this proposal will support tourism approached with an intent towards reducing carbon
emissions.
At our Ferry Terminal Kiosk, almost all visitors are foot passengers on the boat arriving from Seattle. Our
preferred options are to connect them with walkable experiences in the downtown Winslow area, with noncarbon emitting transportation in the form of bike, foot, or sail/paddle powered adventures on and around
the Island, and with existing mass transit to go further afield.
We also advocate for and assist with emission-reducing initiatives from transportation providers, with
increasing the number of lodging rooms offered within walking distance of the ferry terminal, waste reduction
from organizations serving Island visitors, and much, much more…
In Closing:
Thank you for your consideration of this application for LTAC funding for 2022. Our team has spent this year
actively responding to and acting upon the notes we received in the LTAC process which concluded a few
months ago.
Innovation, collaboration, rationalization and activation have been our watchwords for reinventing the
Chamber to better serve our Island, and, with your assistance and the partnership of multiple Island
organizations, we look forward to taking those efforts up a notch in 2022.
We love the island, we love connecting the island, and we love connecting the island with the world.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about any element of this proposal…
Best wishes,
Stefan Goldby
President & CEO
Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce
206-842-3700
stefan@bainbridgechamber.com
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LODGING/TOURISM FUND APPLICATION
Supporting Documentation

1. Provide your organization’s 2020 income/expense summary.
2. Provide your organization’s 2021 budget and an estimate of actual 2021 revenue and expenses.
3. Letters of Partnership – Include letters from any partnering organizations committing to joint
sponsorship of the application and specifying their intended activities.

Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce
Budget for 2022 LTAC Proposal

Budget Detail

1 Operation of Tourism-Related Facilities
15% of Chamber Office Annual Operations Cost
100% of Ferry Kiosk Annual Operations Cost
Kiosk Staffing
(40 hours x 52 weeks x 17.72/hour)*
Team Management (at 15% of staffing hours)
2 Tourism Marketing
Hello Bainbridge website development & launch
Bainbridge Island Map Distribution
Printing of Island Guides (Dining, Bathroom etc)
WA Economic Development Association data
3

Special Events: Celebrate Bainbridge & the 54th
GO4 **
Event Planning Operations, Management
Oversight
Permits & Auxiliary Event Staffing

$
$

10,000.00
1,500.00

$

37,000.00

$

5,550.00

$
$
$
$

$

53,550.00

$

7,400.00

$

10,000.00

$

70,950.00

5,000.00
1,300.00
700.00
400.00

$

9,000.00

$

1,000.00

Proposed 2022 LTAC Grant Allocation***

Section Total

* $17.72 is the actual cost per hour of a $15/hour part-time employee (w/ employers tax contributions)
** Over the past decade, annual allocation of between $19,000 to $35,000 in LTAC contributions have helped the
Chamber maintain the GO4 as a break-even community event. This year’s reduced event ask is based in part on
expanded levels of local partnerships, not least of which is with the City and BIPD which has seen police services
donated to the event at a $0 cost.
***This allocation request is made to accompany additional funding and in-kind donations of more than $95,000 from
more than 50 community partners (as detailed in Section 1b on page 5)
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Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce Financial Statement

2020
Actual

2020
Budget

2021
1/1 - 8/31

2021
Budget

Income - Summary
Dept of Licensing
Chamber Activities

174,498
152,227

163,098
124,119

119,700
115,207

179,000
177,843

Total Events/Activities

326,725

287,217

234,907

356,843

Income - Detailed
Grand Old Fourth
Directory/Maps
Sponsorship/Donations
Membership
Chamber Events-Installation
Other Activities

5,030
10,850
34,740
79,957
5,832
190,316

5,665
10,050
16,325
80,251
4,400
176,191

0
525
61,761
46,292
0
126,329

30,200
476
62,844
79,305
518
183,500

Total Events/Activities

326,725

292,882

234,907

356,843

Total Income

326,725

292,882

234,907

356,843

15,849

15,919

11,430

85,568

Gross Profit

310,876

276,963

223,477

271,275

Expenses - Summary
Chamber of Commerce
Department of Licensing
Kiosk & Information Center

164,386
112,255
3,176

168,044
108,000
0

136,909
79,520
7,978

205,652
122,151
34,500

Total Expense

279,817

276,044

224,407

362,303

Expenses - Detailed
Lease Expense
Office Expense
Payroll Expense
Insurance Expense
Other Expense

25,198
13,751
197,316
7,926
35,626

30,438
12,483
192,027
7,707
33,389

21,307
14,674
139,186
5,531
43,710

33,769
12,216
241,649
6,424
68,245

Total Expense

279,817

276,044

224,407

362,303

31,059

919

-931

-91,028

Cost of Goods Sold

Net Income
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Monday September 27th, 2021
Dear LTAC Committee,
Welcome to an interesting moment in our island’s history.
Here in 2021, many of Bainbridge’s largest organizations simultaneously have new
leaders, fresh ideas, and innovative approaches to helping our local community.
As part of that wave of change, the Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce, Downtown
Association, and Lodging Association, along with Arts & Humanities Bainbridge and Visit
Bainbridge Island have all come together to build our individual 2022 LTAC Proposals as
part of an unprecedented community fellowship.
We have worked hard this year to set aside the way it has ‘always been done’. Instead, we
have attempted to clarify and separate each organization’s mission and core activities, to
minimize duplication of effort, and to maximize support for an interlocking set of
innovative visitor programs built to collectively benefit our community.
This more cooperative approach to island tourism has spread far beyond our five core
organizations across dozens of our collective Bainbridge partners – to the point where we
expect to see a clarity of purpose shared across the majority of the 2022 LTAC Proposals.
We also would like to state our shared commitment to build a better data set with which
we can measure the positive impact and growth of visitor activities on Bainbridge. From
2022 onwards, we are committed to capturing details of the number of annual island
visitors, the length of their stay, the value of that stay, and the sources of those visitors.
We, the undersigned, would like to collectively declare our approval and support for the
complementary programs in our individual 2022 LTAC Proposals. We are also providing
individual letters of support to many additional Bainbridge entities as an expression of
better unity throughout this vital sector of the Island economy.
Consider us excited to discuss the practical implications of our new fellowship in any and
all of our individual upcoming LTAC Candidate sessions.
Yours,

Stefan Goldby
Chamber

Andrea Addington
BILHA

Christine Mueller
VBI

Inez Maubane-Jones
AHB

Michael Goodnow
BIDA

395 Winslow Way East, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110 • 206-842-3700 • www.bainbridgechamber.com
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September 27, 2021

To:

2021 Lodging Tax Advisory Committee

From:

Bainbridge Island Winery Alliance

Re:

Letter of support for Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce
2021 LTAC proposal

The Bainbridge Island Wineries would like to offer our support for the
Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce’s 2021 application for Lodging Tax
funds. The Chamber has done a great job of keeping local activities going in
a safe and fun way that has attracted tourists and will continue to do so this
next year. The wineries get many visitors walking off the ferry who are
looking for recommendation on wine tasting. The expansion of the
Chamber’s Ferry Terminal Info Kiosk to be 7 days a week, year-round, will
help director visitors to our local wineries and this is a project we’re in full
support of.
As we move forward with re-creating our Wine on the Rock events this year,
we look forward to the Chamber helping promote the events on their
advertising channels.

Thank you!
Brooke Huffman
Executive Director, Bainbridge Island Winery Alliance
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.

Port Blakely Ship Launching Circa 1890

Dear LTAC Committee Members,
I am writing to express my support for the Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce and their
application for the LTAC 2022 cycle.
Over the last year, the Chamber has evolved a great deal. With new leadership and vision for the
future, they are providing immense energy to our downtown core. They seek out possible partnerships
between organizations and encourage a collaborative spirit among local nonprofits and businesses.
Their leadership is so needed as we all work together to navigate the effects of the pandemic and strive
to rebuild and recover.
I support the objectives outlined in their LTAC application. We would especially benefit from their
staffing of the local ferry terminal info kiosk as that is the first touch point for most walk on visitors to
Bainbridge. I encourage you to support their grant request.
Sincerely,

Brianna Kosowitz
Executive Director
Bainbridge Island Historical Museum
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September 29, 2021
Dear COBI LTAC Committee Members,
The past year has presented island businesses and organizations with unprecedented and
lasting challenges, none of which are well attended to by the solutions of the old status quo.
To this end, I have been tremendously impressed by the dynamic new leadership at the
Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce. Stefan Goldby has nimbly navigated the changing
Covid landscape and has earned my confidence that the Chamber is prepared to successfully
deliver the initiatives outlined in its LTAC proposal.
I believe that BPA and similar organizations stand to benefit in the following ways:
•

Expanding staffing at the (newly remodeled) Ferry Terminal Info Kiosk to be
7 days a week, year-round
With a new understanding of the value of the island’s arts and cultural offerings,
•
staff will present visitors with a more diverse slate of potential experiences and
attractions

•

Expanding Bainbridge online promotion via Hello Bainbridge, offline promo
with additional map placement of state ferries
Better representation in these promotions will help to eliminate duplication of
•
resources and will help us focus on more targeted marketing

•

Bringing back the Grand Old 4th in 2022 with a new primary focus of being a
LOCAL community celebration
Participation will be more meaningful for local organizations and the friends and
•
neighbors who love to to connect with us

•

Create a new collective data collection system to track the progress and
effectiveness of all LTAC projects
This will help us to determine whether or not we need to apply for support
•
individually in the future or whether our objectives are being well met by
representative organizations.

I enthusiastically support the Chamber’s proposal this year and I look forward to working more
closely with them in the future.
Sincerely,
Dominique Cantwell
Executive Director

Bainbridge Performing Arts
Administration 206.842.4560

|
|

200 Madison Avenue North
Box Office 206.842.8569
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|
|

Bainbridge Island , WA 98110
www.BainbridgePerformingArts.org
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illustrator | artist | designer

September 23, 2021

To whom it may concern,
I’m a local artist who has been creating and selling Bainbridge Island-specific art, gifts, and souvenirs since 2013. Up until
7 weeks ago, I was only able to sell my goods through pop-up events, street fairs, Farmers’ Market, and online through my
website. As of August 6, 2021 I have my own brick-and-mortar retail shop on Winslow Way, called Island Life Artisan Gifts
(islandlifebainbridge.com). My first couple of months have been extremely successful, and I owe a lot of my success to the
Chamber.
The Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce is one of the key ways I connect with and attract visitors to my shop. People
have walked in saying they were referred by someone at the ferry terminal kiosk. The Chamber office has my rack cards in
their office, and the organization as a whole has been a great supporter of my business for years, despite not having a
physical location until now. Now more than ever, as a Chamber member, I am relying on the resources and support of the
Chamber to help my business succeed and grow.
I know the organization is currently seeking funds to support growth on the island in 2022, and I am wholeheartedly
expressing my public support for this effort. I ask you to consider granting their LTAC Proposal in full, for the good of our
community.
Best,
Alex Sanso
Owner and resident artist of Island Life Artisan Gifts
424 Winslow Way E.
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

17987 Purves Ave. NE | Suquamish, WA 98392
p: 206.819.0762 e: alex.sanso@gmail.com
AlexSansoCreative.com
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To Whom It May Concern:
As an active Chamber Member (managing the operation of all of our Island movie theaters) and former
Chamber President, I wanted to voice my support for the role this organization plays in promoting Bainbridge
Island to tourists and day visitors and the positive impact this has on our business.
Whether people are here to visit family, spend the day or remain with us for multiple days it is customary for
many of these visitors to gravitate to Bainbridge Cinemas and/or the Lynwood Theater. This has always been
an important component of our business growth.
We are familiar with the initiatives and content of the Chamber's 2022 LTAC proposal and hope you can fund
their request in full to allow them to continue their mission and serve the Island business community.
Thank you for your consideration!
Jeff Brein
Managing Partner
Far Away Entertainment
403 N. Madison #101
Bainbridge Island, WA 987110
206-842-8922
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